About Us

• Founded in 1996 by two attorneys in Los Angeles, California
• Have completed over 6 million remote appearances to date
• Remote solutions for Courts, Law Enforcement, Workers' Compensation Courts, Traffic and Mental Health Courts, Probation and Parole Hearings, etc..
CourtCall is...

- Industry leader in Remote Appearance platform
- Designed for the Judicial market to allow remote court appearances
- Browser-based Web RTC Managed Platform for maximum security
- Agnostic to Hardware
- CourtCall Administered and managed for you by professionals
Justice System concerns in safety, time and cost
CourtCall in action!
Benefits of CourtCall Remote Appearance Platform

- Reduces the cost of litigation
- Less crowded courtrooms and increased security
- More efficient case flow
- Increases public access
- Connects all relevant parties, regardless of their locations
- More efficient courtroom logistics; eliminates work for busy Court Staff
- “Privacy” and “Open Court” services available
  - **Privacy**: Established for Judges who wish to conduct their CourtCall proceedings privately, in chambers. On the Privacy program, a moderator remains on the call for its duration and serves as a "virtual" clerk for the Judge, bringing into the call only those with whom the Judge wishes to speak.
  - **Open Court**: Program which simulates the actual Courtroom experience where all who are present hear the proceedings.
Benefits of CourtCall Video Arraignment

- Enhances the safety and security of courtroom staff and the public by reducing the transport of in-custody defendants.
- Protects due process rights of in-custody defendants through accurate and clear video and audio without disruption to court proceedings.
- Permits confidential attorney/client communications through multi-channels on the platform (virtual private rooms).
- DocuSign between parties without leaving the CourtCall platform.
- Reduces in-custody transportation costs for brief arraignments via video links between courtrooms, jails and secure correctional facilities.
- Kiosk compatibility.
- Simplifies court proceedings and improves administrative efficiency.
- “Its Green!” Reduces fuel usage and other transportation and environmental impacts.
- Fingerprint scanning to document (or other uses).
Currently have a solution, a few reasons to upgrade to CourtCall:

- Managed Platform with operators to moderate appearances
- DocuSign built in for ease of use
- WebRTC browser based, no need for plugins to connect
- Fingerprint scanning
- Customized kiosks
- Kiosk scheduling platform
- Virtual private rooms
- Broadcasting through a safe and secure platform
• "Managed Platform" built specifically for Legal industry
• WebRTC backbone allows for virtually any camera/audio connectivity
• Virtual Private Rooms
• DocuSign built into the platform
• Robust chat features with private chat availability
• Recording
• Screen sharing
• Kiosk compatibility/customization to fit your needs
• Fingerprint scanning
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